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—“that thy way may be known upon earth,

you.

iv.

tiiy

saving health among all nations”

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1833.

NO. 9,

sonally unacquainted with me. The religious jour j special object. We calculate that fifty dollars
nals 1 have received, inform me of many changes per annum w ould suffice to board, clothe and edu
GEORGE W. JHYERS. PRINTER.
j that have taken place among those whom I left oc cate such a girl. May the hearts of others be in
_______________________________
L
------4--------------------------------------------------------------- ------—-?— --------------- — cupying your chambers. My dear companions are clined to do likewise.
From the Western Recorder.
settled about in the vineyard of the Lord, gather
“Our Hellenic boy’s school continues to be an
PRAYER IN THE ARK.
ing fruit, .1 trust, to life everlasting. You cannot important institution. It consists of sixty, divid
“And the waters prevailed, and were increased exceedingly imagine the joy with which I have observed, from ed into three classes, who study ancient Greek,
upon the earth; and the ark went upon the face of the waters.” time to time, the notice of the dedication of one under a competent teacher. The school is direct
[Holy Writ.
and another of these dear brethren to the service ed by myself. The Bible is one of our text books,
Storm was upon the giant wave,
of our Lord Jesus, and their entrance upon the and once a week I explain and lecture from the
What time the patriarch’s prayer
active duties of their office, as ministers of the Gos Septuagint. The books used in the school are
Went up in joy, to Him who gave
pel of peace.
printed at our own press, viz: Extracts from Ja
Hope’s rainbow spirit there:
And woman’s eye, and manhood’s brow,
“The public journals have kept you fully ac cob’s Greek Reader, the Memorabilia of Xeno
Flash’d with faith’s cloudless sunbeams now.
quainted with the whole history of the Lord's deal phon, the Defence of Socrates, and the Gorgias
ings with us, and you cannot tail to have observed ' of Plato. They are are now’ reading the Orations
And fierce upon the whirlwind home,
Storms, lightning-pinion ’d, soar’d;
how signally he has blessed us. We arrived in of Demosthenes, and will afterwards read Thucy
And louder still, in answering scorn,
this foreign land little more than two years ago, dides, &c. They are also taught Arithmetic. Geo
The troubled ocean roar’d ;
unacquainted with the language and destitute of! graphy and History; and among them I : ive a
As tremblingly that fragile bark
all the means of commencing any establishment. class who study English with me. The English
Pass’d o’er the waters wild and dark.
Yet in less than six months from our lauding we Bible is the only book I use with this class. Prom
Cut louder yet the patriarch’s prayer
had a school in operation and «ur presses at work; this school are to go forth the future teachers of
’.Mid strife and storm was hcar<l;
and in much less than a year I began to preach Greece, forwithout aknowledge of Ancient Greek,
And firmer thiough the darken’d air
the Gospel in their own language, though in much they cannot become acquainted with their otfn so
Went up faith’s conquering ward:
And brighter flash’d on brow and eye
feebleness and with stammering lips. On the 18th as to teach it. We have among these boys, the
Hope’s glorious sun-light from tbe sky.
July 1831, we commenced out first female school children of the prince and the peasant. They are
in a small vault or cellar of nty own house. We industrious, and fond of learning—much more
For he who held the tempest’s paver
Obedient to his will,
this day have in tin's department alone about 250, ! so than boys in our own country generally. Hith
And in the wild wave’s triumph-iour,
a great portion of whom can read the word-of God, ! erto, the schools in Greece have been literally
Could murmur. “Peace, be stiff ”
and are acquainted with many important branch- , without books, except perhaps a few leaves or a
His hand was on that ark’s frail fos.-,
To bear it on through strife and stoi u>.
cs of lfcani'.uy adapted to their respective situa- j single whole copy for the master.
Our press has,
tions in life. Mrs Hill has devoted herself with- j in a great measure supplied this deficiency, and our
So be it ever: bend and pray,
out a day’s interval, to this important department 1 pupils are furnished with the text books, as I have
Thou ewnbler on life’s tide,
Though tempests darken o’er thy way,
of our Mission. The bodily and mental fatigue j already stated. Besides their school books, wo
Arw troubled waters glide ;
which she underwent had well nigh destroyed her ( have printed several tracts on important religious
Beid thou in faith; thy friend is He
strength; and during the last summer, I feared subjects, and we have now under way Robertson’s
Ylio chains the wind, and calms the sea.
her work was about to finish. It pleased, however, Scripture Characters. The productions of the press
And he hath still an ear to hear,
our Heavenly Father to spare her. A visit of are highly approved of abroad, and we have had a
And still a hand to save;
four weeks to one of the Cyclades, during the sum considerable demand from other places for our
And through the tempest dark and drear,
mer vacation, measurably restored her. The same school books. By a mutual arrangement highly
And o’er the giant wave,
gracious Providence hds provided her with an af agreeable to us both, MrMioberlson conducts the
His care shall guide thy bark at will;
His voiee shall whisper, “ Peace, be still.”
fectionate and zealous assistant in her sister, who affairs of the press, and the schools are under my
Whitestown, October, 1833.
Sedley.
reached us just two months ago. In this interest direction and that of Mrs. Hill.
ing school, it is my high privilege to preach the
“ Thus have I given you a rapid summary of the
MISS2OIT ART.
Gospel twice a week, without molestation from present state of the Missionary establishment un
any one; beside which the Scriptures are daily der our direction. We have every thing to be
GREECE.
explained, line upon line, and precept upon precept. thankful for, and every thing to look forward to,
We are much indebted to the politeness of a friend, for a
It is the only female school in Athens and there is but with hope for the future. Our prospects were ne
copy of the following letter from Rev. Mr. Hill, to the “ So
ciety of Inquiry of the Protestant Episcopal Theological Sem one other in all gheece; and that is in the Island ver so good—we stand high in the affections of the
inary, of Virginia.” The communication is dated Athens, of Syra, under the care of the llev. Mr. Hildner, people at large, both laity and clergy; and the new
March 26th 1833.—Missionary Record.
of the Church Missionary Society. The more I government appear very liberally disposed. When
“Beloved Brethren:—Many months ago I re gain experience here of the real wants of the coun our school buildings are finished, which we have
ceived your affectionate letter of the 7th of Jan try, as far as Missionary efforts can be applied to already commenced, wc shall be able to collect
uary, for which accept my sincere thanks. It might their relief, I am satisfied that female education is together more than GOO children, male and female;
have been expected that among my first commu tbe grand object to which xve ought to devote our and who can tell the amount of influence which
nications to my native country, would have been selves, and the grand means of operating most will be produced upon this proportion of the youth
one to that beloved circle of Christian brethren powerfully upon the people through the influence of this metropolis, by the combined operations of
with whom I studied the word of God, and com of the Gospel. In these schools of ours, we are religion and education. Yet without the prayers
menced and prosecuted the work of preparation training up female teachers, who will soon go forth of God’s people, we feel that we labor without
for the Gospel ministry. So many grateful asso to take charge of other schools, which we hope hope. We water our instructions with our own
ciations are connected with every remembrance of will be established, and thus the work must be tears and prayers, and we ask you, dear brethren,
that hallowed abode where I spent some of the prosecuted, for without previously training up fe for your’s. Pray for us that God will open to us
happiestand most profitable days of my pilgrimage, male teachers, it is impossible to extend our female an effectual door, and that the blessing of the Lord
as to render the duty of maintaining a full and fre school. This has been 60 long and so much in may rest upon teachers and taught, that so error
quent intercourse with my brethren of the Semi sisted upon by us in all our letters home, that our and vice, which so dismally disfigure these selfnary a most agreeable one. But other duties, my friends are beginning to wake up, and a plan (pro styled Christians, may give place to the beautiful
dear friends, have hitherto prevented me, and have posed some time ago by Mrs. Ilill to our patrons traits of Gospel grace.
“There is one distinguishing redeeming feature
fully occupied my time, or nearly So; for perhaps at home,) of educating in our own family girls se
there were moments when I might have written to lected from the mass of our scholars, with parti in the ancient Church of Greece, which always
you. Forgive me this fault I pray,you, and let cular reference to their becoming teachers, has inspires us with cheerful hope that she will yet
us only love one another. I feel saddened to think been answered in one instance by the donation of shake off" the dust of ages, and rise from under
that now so long a time has elapsed since I left two members of the family of Judge Jay, of New- the cloud of error which now darkens the really
your walls, I may be writing to those who are per Bedford, N.York, and one hundred dollars for that bright and beauteous form beneath. She hallows
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
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the word of God and acknowleges it as the sole ; ant career. But honors like these were the least subject, but indisposition prevented him from ex
basis of faith and doctrine, she permits, nay com that distinguished the course of this venerated ecuting it; and on the 9th of May in that year,'
mands her nieinbers to read the sacred oracles.— man. He achieved for himself a triumph far more Mr. Pitt undertook the duty for him. A resolu
How different from the papal Church—how hope illustrious, even for its earthly value, than all that tion oassed the House, that it would proceed in
less, therefore, the condition of the one, how full ' eloquence, or learning, or wit, can obtain for their the next session to consider the state of the Slaveof hope that of the other. Our duty therefore is! possessors. At a time when religious sincerity Trade, and the measures it might be proper to
plain, we may give them the word of God, and we was not understood in the higher walks of life, adopt with respect to it. Even at that early pe
do so—and are encouraged by their prelates in so was stigmatized in aristocratic circles with scarce riod of his life so well acknowledged were his tal
doing; but we are met at once by the fact, few of ly less reproach than in the days of the Second ents and his character, that both Pitt and Fox ex
them can read it—and among the females, scarce-, Charles;
vu<nies; when
wucu the
me heat
neat of
oi politics
puiuics and
anu the
cue rage of
oi pressed their conviction that the question could
ly one. The establishment therefore of schools is ) party almost excluded Christianity from sight, and not be confided to abler hands.
our primary concern; and the preparation of fe- j banished her professors from fashionable life; Mr.
On die 12th of May, 1789, Mr. Wilberforce
male teachers, that we may extend the benefits of J Wilberforce, with a courage and a consistency again brought the question before the House, in
education far and wide to thefemales, an fmpera-worthy of an apostle, exerted himself, by his wri troducing it with one of those powerful and im
tings and his example, to work a moral reform in pressive speeches which have justly classed him
tive duty.”
the sphere in which he moved; and his exertions among the most eloquent men of his day. He
were crowned with success. He established around offered a series of resolutions for their considera
LETTER OF REV. MR. STEELE, AGENT FOR TIIE
him a circle of pious men, which has gradually, tion and future adoption, and on the 25th of May
CHURCH AT PENSACOLA.
“I have just time before sailing to my destined but constantly, been extending itself; till it has at the debate was renewed. The usual evasion of
station, to write you a few words and to express length included within it many, as we hope, of our calling for further evidence was successfully prac
my gratitude to you, and through you to all my distinguished characters in every class of life, po tised by his opponents, and the further considera
brethren of the clergy and laity, who have assist litical, literary and scientific. With many shades tion of the matter was adjourned to the following
ed towards accomplishing the object of my agen of difference in opinion, and even perhaps in prin session. Sir William Dolben’s act, however, for
cy. But above all would I express my heartfelt ciple, there is undoubtedly a large body of men the regulation of the trade, was passed.
gratitude to God that he has thus prospered me in now existing, who take a prominent part in every
In 1790, Mr. Wilberforce revived the subject;
this undertaking, and permitted me to behold the scheme of benevolence or religious instruction, and
near consummation of an object which I had much who have acquired for our country a reputation for but though more evidence was taken, and on this
atheart. With what iscollectcdandpromised, I think charitable and pious exertions beyond that of any occasion before a select committee, nothing effect
the whole amount necessary will be secured, and the other nation in the world. We attribute the mer ual was done, and the question was again postpon
edifice at Pensacola released from
it of
this, under
of VJIUU,
God, more
the ed. In the following year another committee above
...... its difficulties. |.......
............-----------— the blessing Ul
IIIUIC to
LO U1C
I bless God that I can now go to Florida with the example and influence of Mr. Wilberforce, than stairs was appointed to prosecute the examination
means of saving one of the Churches there from ' to any other secondary cause. While others have of witnesses; and on the 18th of April, Mr. Wil
ruin, and raising it to a state in which it can be ; given to him that meed of praise which is justly berforce again opened the debate with a copious
the means of extensive good. By divine permis-’ his due, for his great exertions in the cause of the and energetic argument. Pitt, Fox, William Smith
and other members came forth to support him, but
sion, the standard of the cross, under the banner enslaved negro,
we have always
.J
t/ considered
•-n .this. to in
r>„.p„:.i,
....... more raised at Pen I be
ho his hh.h..„»
-----—i-----i • ■
vain.
of the Protestant
faith i.„
be once
his highest honor,
and
one which
will
shed a
sacola, and the gospel proclaimed to many, who as glory on his name4 when the existence of colonial
In 1794, Mr. Wilberforce limited his exertions
yet have paid to it little or no attention. To do slavery is a mere matter of historical research.
to the introduction of a bill to prohibit the supply
this faithfully is my hope and prayer, if God, of
We have endeavored to glean a few facts of the of slaves to foreign colonies. It passed the Low
his great goodness shall bring me in safety to my biography of this celebrated man, to satisfy the er House, but was also thrown out in the Lords,
destined place. I am not able at present to make anxious wishes of our readers.
by a majority of 45 to 4. Is it that Peers, like the
a report of my proceedings; the ship is about to
Mr. Wilberforce was born at Hull in the year geese of Rome, have more intellect than others to
sail’; and I have only time to ask for your prayers 1759, in a house in High street, now the property perceive approaching danger ? or too much strength
for my safe arrival T,Tl
TI reach
’ the
' _____
'* ’ —of —la-, j of
When
Held
’s College, of mind to be unseasonably affected by the suffer
________
___
w. Mr.
i.xi. Ilenwood.
Axciiwoou. He
ne went to St.
at. John
John's
bor, and have surveyed the ground,I hope to be j Cambridge,' as a fellow commoner, at the usual ings of their fellow-subjects?*
able to state ail the particulars respecting my agen-: age, and there formed an intimacy with Mr. Pitt,
In 1795, Mr. Wilberforce moved an amendment
cy and its results.
' which remained unbroken to his death. Mr. Wil- on the Address. His object was to promote a pa
“P.
- S.
~ Names of* subscribers on the $10 plan, berforce did not dbtain academical honors• and, cific relation With Pranvo, anU, at a latct period
shall he forwarded in my next. The number is in fact, such honors were rarely sought at that oF tKc OCaOluUj be made another motion to the same
now 102.”
by those who wore
fellow commoner’s gown; effect; but we purposely refrain from entering upon
Itime
.... - ~j
..me ita loiiow
Subscribers to the above plan, who have 1 but he was distinguished as a man of elegant at- this topic.
Nothing could long divert him from the theme
not yet forwarded the amount of their pledge, are 1tainments
*• —’
*"
1 acknowledged classical taste. Dr.
and
requested to transmit the same to the Society’s Milner, the late president of Queen’s College in of Abolition; and even in the midst of these busy
Treasurer, with as little delay as possible.—76.
the same University, was another intimate of Mr. times, he made an opportunity of again sailing to
Wilberforce, and accompanied him and Mr. Pitt it the attention of the Legislature. On the 26th
BSOGBAPH7.
in a tour to Nice. We believe Miss Sarah Wil of February he moved for leave to bring in hu
berforce was also of the party. This little event bill. Mr. Dundas moved an amendment, for post
WILBERFORCfi.
I deserves particular mention, even in this hasty me- poning the motion for six months; and it was car
The following sketch of tl^ life of this distinguished man 1 tnorial of him; for he has been heard to acknow ried by a majority of seventeen. On the I8th of
is copied into the Chhistian Observer from the London Chris ledge that his serious impressions of religion were February, 1796, Mr. Wilberforce again brought
tian Advocate. We omit the account of his ancestry and
derived from his conversations with Dr. Milner, the question forward; but on this occasion he fail
some details of his Parliamentary career.—Itpis. Itec.
during
the journey. Milner was a man worthy of ed, by a majority of four in favor of postponement;
The loss of private friends is too absorbing an
the proud distinction* of having thus led Mr. Wil and he was defeated by the same majority in 1798,
event to be immediately instructive. 11 is too long
berforce's mind into paths of pleasantness and although in the intervening year an address to the
before the wounded feelings of the ■survivors will peace.
crown, praying for its interposition with the Co
permit that calm retrospect which first teaches re
lonial Legislatures to encourage the native popu
signation, and then guides the thoughts to eterni-, nvcMr.f Wilberforce was chosen as the representa- lation of the Islands, had been carried. 'Die same
) tive of his native town as soon as he attained his
ty. The vivid recollection of features that we i
• •
bad success attended his exertions in 1799, al
find his
name *in[i the
the Parlialoved and last beheld convulsed in the agony ofj ; ?* ^'r We° first aru
lls name
Parlia- though on this occasion he was strenously support
approaching dissolution; the memory of recent' ,'tn ar^- ourna*s In the year 1781, as one of the ed by Mr. Canning.
kindness, of domestic enjoyment, gone perhaps 1commissioners
L ‘n‘I‘,s's,l,ners for
foi administering the oaths to mem
memWe believe that it was not till 1804 that Mr. Wil
bers.
We
believe
he represented Hull for two,
never to return; the fond, endearing associations
berforce renewed his attempts to awaken the par
if
not
three
parliaments.
He
does
not
appear
to
of a long, united home, now for the first time sev
liament to their duty: in that year, on the 30th of
ered and dispersed; all combine to raise painful have taken an active part in the business of the May, he moved that the house should resolve it
house
till
1783,
when
he
seconded
an
address
of
and tumultuous emotions, inconsistent with that
self into committee, and he prefaced his motion
tone of deep and solemn interest, with which we thanks on the Peace. The next occasion on which with one of the most impassioned speeches ever
he
came
forward,
was
in
opposition
to
Mr.
Fox
’
s
contemplate the loss of our public men
j India Bill, in 1783. We have never seen any re- made within its walls. We have generally heard it
r*
•indeed,
i 1 could
__ l .1 ube
_____
4.:__ i whose,
i
Few,
mentioned
names j
V! •’
1'V’ " T ,lave never seen any reare more calculated to elevate the mind to a de- ■ -1 . ° "r fePCec”: .we have heard it mentioned acknowledged to have bees, his grandest effort in
votional, as well as an affectionate temperament, {qsn„_,?1S °p aPPr°batiqn, but as marked with more the cause. His bill passed the third reading, by
than Mr. Wilberforce's. He was intimately con-; (jr
6 ian 8enera'b’ characterized his a majority of thirty-six; but at so late a period of
the session that it was too late to discuss it in the
nected, in the remembrance of every man, with
'w
all that is great and good. He was a bright star j
i "E SPaSe.t°
detail the Par- Lords; and on the motion of Lord Hawkesbury,
rn that galaxy of talent, that shed a lustre over our j, ‘ * 1 ‘
Oly of Mr. Wilberforce. We must it was postponed to the ensuing session. Dis was
political world at the end of the last century. J .
° 1 lt grea^ question to which he de- the last time that Mr. Wilberforce took the lead
Ilfi shone with brilliancy in our senate, even when I i:*:nn
eLs a?^ ^’2 ^est ^ays—the abo- in this great question. On the 10th of June, in
.................. J.......................................... 1
the olave-Trade. It was in 1788 that 1806, Mr, Fox, being then in office, brought it
forward at Mr. Wilberforce’s special request. He
* The eloquent writer would, probably upon reflection, have
expressed himself differently. The fact is too painful for sarcasm.
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introduced it with a high eulogium upon him.—
“No man,” he observed, “either from his talents,
eloquence, zeal in the cause, or in the estimation
in which he was held in that House and in the coun of the lawful government and “godly admonitions” many of those that do, are half as anxious as the
try, could be better qualified for the task.”
of their spiritual rulers; if they are not so con- sailor is to fit his child to endure the dangers of
(To be Continued.}
stant in family prayer, and generally not so good ! the sea?
Christians, this certainly is some good proof that
Instead however, of asking what they do to preRELIGIOUS.
I the meetings are of evil tendency; and till this be pare them, I might better ask, what do they not do
1 proved, with what truth or justice is it affirmed that to unjit them for such efforts. How often does
From Bishop Griswold’s “Remarks on Prayer Meetings.” j experience has shown them to be of evil tendency
false tenderness and a fear to expose them to heat
PRAYER MEETINGS.
If meetings of the like nature in other parts have or cold, to hunger dr to thirst!—They must be
The most candid of those who are opposed to produced bad effects, we are not answerable. Af lodged on beds of down, and supplied, with un
Prayer Meetings, admit this subject is a question ter long experience we have not, to the Lord’s failing regularity, with the best and often the rich
of expediency.” That God’s word forbids such praise be it said, discovered any of those bad ef est food. They are accustomed to have every
meetings, no one probably will venture to affirm. fects, which some of our brethren apprehend. A want anticipated, or supplied at the moment; eve
That the Church forbids them, no one has been regard for the Prayer Book has not in any degree, ry inconvenience guarded against; and if they suf
able to show. And should she disapprove, nothing been diminished, but the contrary; it is" the full fer, they are at once overwhelmed with that sym
hinders that she should forbid them. And if it. belief of the present writer that in no one of the pathy, and tenderness, and soothing, wliich scarce
be, as .certainly itjs, a question of expediency, United States, are the Rubrics and canons of our ly leaves room for any effort on their part, and
what judges can be more competent to decide Church better observed than in Rhode-Island. If gives them no strength to meet the comparative
the question than our parochial clergy, each one others make art ill use of the ordinance of preach coldness, and neglect, even of the benevolent, in
in his own parish? Any clergyman who is incapa ing, or of the celebration of Christmas, or of con after life. They learn to feel that others are to
ble of judging in this case, cannot be qualified for ference meetings, let those who are disposed and bear much of their sufferings;—and forget that
the pastoral charge. Supposing that they are so accustomed to make a good use of the same things each has his own burden.—“Ilinc ilke lachrymae,”
qualified, and their being continued in that office do so quietly, and without reproach. A large part might often be said, in pointing to a complaining,
is a proof that they are so esteemed, to their de of our communicants in this state do not attend the jealous, discontented Christian; nay, I fear, your
cision we may safely leave the question. They meetings; and for this I have never heard them own experience, Mr. Editor, might lead you to
best know, each one in his own parish, what the blamed. If they spend their evenings better, add,—“minister or missionary.”
people need, and what means and efforts it pleases we rejoice and bless God. Happy would it be
I could make the appeal to selfish and affection
God to bless among them. No one can be igno did all observe that most excellent mle of ate feelings against such treatment. I could tell
rant that what is profitable in one place, and among charity given in the fourteenth chapter to the these falsely kind parents from personal experi
one people, may in another place be worse than Romans. Then “he that regardeth the day ence, how many years of neglect, and hardship,
•useless. Some things our Saviour has command would regard it unto the Lord: and he that re and suffering, providence has found necessary to
ed, and others he has forbidden, and others still he gardeth not the day, to the Lord he would not eradicate the evils their mistaken indulgence has
has left to the discretion of his ministers, and other regard it:—he would neither presume nor desire to produced, even when it involved nothing forbid
Christians, to be done or not, as prudence dictates, judge another man’s servant, but to his own Master den-nothing but an assiduous provision of every
or circumstances require. In his own example let him stand orfall.” The evil most to be feared, comfort and convenience;—and to sear the heart
too, has he taught that “all things which are law and most prevalent among us, is lukewarmness.— and strengthen the mind to endure what was ne
ful are not expedient.” In some place he found With shame must we acknowledge that we incline cessary in a course of active duty.
the people so hardened and indisposed to profit by to he cold rather than hot. Enthusiasm is as rare
But I fear the experience, if not the conscience
his ministry, that he could not with wisdom and fit in our Churches as a scorching sun is in a northern of more than one of your readers will go beyond
ness, work many miracles among them ; and his prac winter; the mercury of our zeal is constantly be iqe, to those parents (not few in number) who not
tice was to teach the people as they were able to hear. low the degree of temperate.
only utterly neglect the apostle’s example in “keep
His Apostles followed his example, feeding with
ing his body under” lest by any means he should
From the Boston Recorder.
milk those who are unable to ’•eceive the stronger
become a castaway, but directly pamper its appe
UNCHRISTIAN EDUCATION.
meat of the word. As far as truth would admit,
tites, and indulge its indolence ; and thus unfit it for
and circumstances required, their ministry was ac
Mil. Editor,—“ Inquirer” calls upon me to I good, and prepare it for evil, both in themselves
commodated to the ignorance, and state, and pre “substantiate the charges,” made over the signa and their children.—There is indeed, a noble ar
judices of the peopte; they became all things to all ture of “Observer.” I believe nothing more will my of advocates for Temperance; but do their
■men, that by all Mans they might save some. St. be necessary than to appeal to the experience and principles always-extend as far as that of the New
Paul, especiaty) who excelled in spiritual gifts, consciousness of Christians, by describing in de Testament, to “all things?” Are there none who
and labored ^ore abundantly than the other Apos tail the conduct and feelings to which 1 have only paralyze their bodies and stupify their minds for
tles, whilo with unshaken fidelity, he adhered to referred in general terms; but in doing this I must hours by an unnecessary amount of food or sleep?
the trip foundation of Christ, and in whatever is beg ample indulgence from you.
I do not speak of those in whom disease renders
sinfu’> was rigid and unaccommodating, in other
’The key to other errors in religious education, even a scanty meal thus oppressive,—but of those
th^igs extended the conciliating system farther it seems to me, is to be found in what I have sta who eat to enjoy, and still eat in excess,—so as to
than any of us now would deem expedient. Let ted,—that the anxiety of too many parents is not diminish instead of lengthening the amqunt of ac
us be permitted, at an humble distance, to follow so much that their children shall “glorify God” tive life, if not its positive duration. Are there
the steps of this “blessed Apostle;” and we shall on earth, as that they shall “enjoy him forever.” no associations which meet to consult for the
no longer hear the pious members of our commu Let me ask “ Inquirer” or any brother Observer to highest interest of man—for those of his soul—
nion condemned or censured for meeting together look around him, and think whether the question who thus place themselves, for hours of their ses
to talk of the Lord’s mercies; to pray for them of the multitude, “What shall I do to be saved?” sion, in a situation in which they would feel inca
selves and others, and to exort each other to stead is not more frequent, is not listened to with more pable of writing a respectable essay or argument?
fastness and perseverance.
■pleasure, and called for with more earnestness— And do not those who have important business to
There is reason to fear some write and speak than that of Saul of Tarsus, “Lord! what wilt present, find them inaccessible at such times, and
against these meetings more from prejudice than thou have me to do?” Is not the prayer more habitually seek some other? Are there not Chris
knowledge. They who have not attended them frequent and more fervent among Christians— tian parents, whose eager gaze at their food, and
whose voracious attacks upon it, whose praises and
can be no better qualified to judge of their use, “Save my children?”
Are there not some even, who when they see complaints and anxiety about what they shall eat
than they who have not attended our public wor
ship to judge ot our Liturgy. By the latter we their children dishonoring themselves and the pro and drink, would lead their children to feel as if
are told, and they endeavor to prove, that our fession of their parents by an early life of wick the “chief end of man” were something different
printed prayers produce, of course, a lifeless for edness, soothe themselves with the thought, and from that announced in the Westminster cate
mality; by the former, that Prayer Meetings are even apologize with the expression,—“The young chism? Have you never seen, Mr. Editor, those
productive of spiritual pride and many evils.— will be wild: by and by they will he sober;’’ and whom you believed to have a higher aim, yet ex
They both can urge very jolausible reasons; but are satisfied if the)' can but hope that they will hibiting themselves to the world and to their fami
we who judge from long and decided experience, be saved, at last?—I have sometimes seen a spirit lies, at particular daily periods, as if the animal
are convinced that both are mistaken. In either on this subject which seemed to me, more in ac were sufficient-to govern the man? It has been
case those evils may be, and in too many instances, cordance with Roman indulgences and purgatory, my misfortune to see more than one who seemed
no doubt, they have been produced; but they are than with that gospel which was sent to save men eady to give his body to be burned for the good
not more the necessary consequence in the one case from their sins, and not merely from their punish-' of his fellow men and the glory ot God, who could
encounter reproach and danger, and could sway
than in the other. If they who frequent our sol ment.
But let us turn to the fruits of this feeling.—In the minds of others; who could not govern his own
emn assemblies, and devoutly use our service, find
it lifeless and unsatisfying to a pious mind, they the spirit of the “first and great commandment” appetite! who yielded as unqualified obedience to
may with better reason condemn its use. And we are “to glorify God in our bodies and our spir his stomach, at some times, as he did to his God at
they who attend the Prayer Meetings, and find in its which are his. —I will follow this order;—and others! ! What a picture of a Christian, Mr. Edi
them no religious improvement, may well forsake let me ask Inquirer what most Christians around tor ! And yet I have been told, on good authori
them. And if it be a known fact avd generally true, him do to prepare their children to glorify God in ty, of persons who even after the warnings of dan
gerous disease, have continued this fatal indul
that they who frequent these meetings are less pi their bodies? In this day when persons of strong gence, and yielded obedience to that body which
ous, and less humble than other Christians; if they constitutions, and simple habits, accustomed to
they were commanded to subdue—iq some cases,
are more worldly, and vain, and wicked; if they exposure, and want, and trial, are needed every
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all our readers, and is a proof, says Mr. Abbot, ‘of
probably, even till they consummated a brutal sui- and now at the closing scene, there was «a visible
sense of satisfaction spread over the countenances the deep and lasting impression which a mother
cide.
Observer.
of all. The friends of the Church abroad cannot may produce upon the mind of her child. He
but be gratified to learn, that the Convention has had a pious mother. She often retired to her clos
From the Episcopal Recorder.
produced a sensation in this place which we doubt et, and placing her hand upon his youthful head,
CONVENTION OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL
implored God’s blessing upon her boy. These
not will be equally salutary and lasting.
CHURCH IN KENTUCKY.
One subject of absorbing interest before Con prayers and instructions sunk deep into his heart.
Mr. Editor:—The annals of Episcopacy- in Ken
tucky have been cheered by the meeting of the fifth vention was the expediency of erecting a Theolo He could not but revere that mother. He could
Convention of the Diocese, lhis body, shorn of gical Seminary at Lexington. There are no less not but feel that there was a holiness in such a char
one fourth of its numerical strength by the dread than seven students of divinity, whose education acter, demanding reverence and love. He could
ful ravages of Cholera, met according to adjourn calls loudly for a building and other accommoda not tear from his heart,in after life, the impressions
ment on the 17th of October in Lexington. It tions for study. The measures has been determin then produced. Though he became a wicked wan
might have been supposed that the fatal visitation ed upon in reliance on Almighty God, with san derer, though he forsook friends and home and
alluded to, would have cast a cloud over the friends guine expectations of success. Scarcely one day every virtue, the remembrance of a mother’s
of the Church, and chilled their enthusiasm in her had elapsed after convention, before $1600 were prayers, like a guardian angel, followed him wher
cause; on the contrary it has been the signal to subscribed toward it. Surely generous Episcopal ever he went. He mingled in the most dissipated
rally, and the vacancies created by death have lians in the East will not overlook an enterprise of and disgraceful scenes of a sailor’s life and while
been more than filled by the expanding affections this nature—involving as it does the interests of. surrounded with guilty associates, in midnight
the Church for the whole valley of the Mississip revelry, he would fancy he felt the soft hand of
of the survivors.
The Church in this state, at the consecration of pi. They will not suffer a few but gallant cham his mother upon his head, pleading with God to
its first Bishop, the Rt. Rev. B. B. Smith, D. D. pions of the Church in this destitute region of coun forgive and bless her boy. He went to the coast
was still small and feeble. Ever since it has been try, to struggle single-handed for an object of so of Africa, and became even more degraded than
struggling manfully, with this reverend father at much magnitude? The spirit which now pervades the savages upon her dreary shores. But the soft
its head, against the disabilities which attach to the Episcopal ministry and laity of Kentucky, might hand of his mother was still upon his head, and
an infant diocese—fruitful in wants and barren in claim kindred with that which roused and sustained the fervent prayers of his mother still thrilled in
resources. If we add to the known difficulties the energies of early Christians. Surely when we his heart. Anil this influence, after the lapse of
with which the Church had to contend, the late look upon the Diocese, at this time in its widowed many guilty years, brought back the prodigal, a
unforseen and desolating visit of the Destroyer, state, and witness its noble ardour in behalf of the penitent, and a child of God;—eleVated him to be
and contrast with all these withering influences, sacred institutions of the Church, undaunted, if one of the brightest ornaments of the Church, and
the courage which is kindling throughout her ranks any thing augmented by affliction—our associations to guide many sons and daughters to glory. What
are forcibly carried back to primitive times.
a forcible comment is this upon the power of ma
the spectacle becomes truly animating.
We sincerely wish that the zeal, the piety, and ternal influence! And what encouragement does
The acts of Convention, as might have been an
ticipated from the character of the clergy, and lively faith of the first disciples of Jesus, may form this present to every parent, to every mother, to
the amiable and excellent prelate who presides the elements of Christian character in this young be faithful in her efforts, to train up her child for
over them, were marked by a cordial unanimity Diocese of the West. Whilst ministers and peo God. Had Mrs. Newton neglected her dutv; had
and the mutual confidenceand affection of itsgiem- ple are jealous over Episcopacy, let them yearn she even been as remiss as many Christian mo
bers. Its sitting lasted three days, on each of for the spiritual welfare of the Church. Whilst thers, her son had in all probability been of the
which besides the business transacted, a sermon they preserve umnarred and unmutilated the glo number of those who must be eternal outcasts from
was preached in the morning and at night. On rious temple which they inherit from Apostles heaven. It was the influence of the mother which
Thursday, the 17th, at 11 A. M. the Convention and Martyrs, “Jesus Christ himself being the chief saved the son. Newton became afterward a most
sermon was delivered by the Rev. Amos Cleaver, corner-stone,”—may they never forget to feed successful preacher of the Gospel, and every soul
This discourse turned on the subject of Christ cru wit’n more than vestal care the fire which burns which he was instrumental in saving, will through
cified. It was listened to by an interested audience, upon its altars.
0.
eternity, bless God, that Newton had such a mo
ther.” pp. 17-19.
and was well adapted, in the simple but emphatic
.From the Churchman.
language of the speaker, to set forth his own high
Mre have on another occasion, (and seven years
views of the arduous and self-sacrificing nature of The Mother at Home; or, The Principles of Ma ago, too,) expressed our opipion of the influence
ternal Duty punilicttiy illiutrated. By Joh,sl S. C. Abbot, and efficacy of a mother’s instruction, when wc re
Christian duty. At 7 o’clock 1*. M. on the same
12mo. pp. 161. Boston ; Crocker & Brewster. New-Yoik ; marked, that ” the religious education of children
day, the Rev. D. C. Page preached on the text
Jonathan Leavitt. 1833.
“Jesus wept.” The eloquence of the preacher,
has in all ages of the Church usually devolved
and the pathetic idea of the Son of God weeping
There is no subject of more importance to the upon mothers. Alive tothe happiness of their off
at the grave of a mortal, and thereby consecrating community than the education of children; and spring, and religious themselves, t’o6y niust rejoice
our tears for the dead, combined, with the recol yet bow few are there who estimate it as its con in the moral and religious charactei of their chil
lected bereavements of the diocese, to make up sequence demands! How few, even among those dren. This observation is not new. St. Augus
an occasion of touching interest. Friday was ap who acknowledge its importance, act in unison tine, 1400 years ago, proclaimed it to the world.
pointed as a day of humiliation beneath the chas with their admissions!
‘I cannot express,’ says the Bishop of Hippo,
tening hand of God. In the morning the Bishop
That “the education of children must com speakingof his mother, ‘with what solicitudeshi?re
delivered his address to the Convention, detailing mence in the cradle,” is almost a truism; few, if garded me in my tender years; and the pains ani
bis Episcopal labors during the past ecclesiastical any parents will deny the position: and yet, but labor with which she sought to bring me up in the
yeai*. This document will shortly he published in a very small number of those parents pay aay re nurture and admonition of the Lord.’ St. Basil,
the journal of the Convention. For brevity’s sake gard" to that education! An evident improve Bishop of Cesarea, and many other eminent Chris
I hasten to the exercises of the Sabbath. This ment has, however,’taken place in the practice of tians, have likewise declared that they owed to the
was a day of deep and growing excitement, to. the i parents in this respect; and we are persuaded that anxious care of their mother their early instruc
last. The Church was thronged at. 11 o'clock. ! such volumes as the ouc before us, if extensively tion in piety and the knowledge of God. And manj
After morning prayer, the congregation was ad ! read, will very much conduce to further that im examples are recorded in Scripture of the efficacy
dressed by the Rev. D. C. Page, who made an able provement.
of the instruction of pious mothers in making their
and most affecting appeal on behalf of missions in
When we took upthe volume, whose name stands offspring wise unto salvation, through faith in Christ
the diocese. A considerable collection having at the head of this article, we had not the most dis Jesus.”
been taken up, the Right Rev. B. B. Smith pro tant idea of writing a notice of it; but having once
Mr. Abbott remarks, that ‘ mothers have aspowceeded to the ordination of two persons, one a can entered upon its perusal, we were unable to lay it erful an influence over the welfare of future gen
didate for deacon’s orders, the other for the priest aside till we had read it through. And having erations, as all other causes combined. Thus far
hood. Io do justice to this scene, Episcopalians done so, we are now desirous to recommend it to the history of the world has been composed of the
in the east must remember its comparative novel the notice of all our readers, as a work from which narrations of oppression and blood. War has scat
ty in this country. 1 hey must reflect on the des they cannot fail to derive instruction. We recom tered its unnumbered woes. The erv of the op
titution of toe diocese, and endeavor to realize the mend it not only to mothers, for whose use it was pressed has unceasingly ascended 'to heaven.—
“joy unspeakable” with which the isolated servants specially written, but also to all who have, or ever W heie are we to look lor the influence which shall
of the Churcn in tliese parts welcome a fellow la expect to have, any thing to do with the instruc change this scene, and fill the earth with the fruits
borer. Add to all these considerations the intrin tion of children, and particularly to Sunday School of peace and benevolence? It is to Christianity,
sic solemnity of the ceremonies—the crowded still 1 teachers. We have often endeavored to inculcate as taught from a mother s lips. In nine cases out
ness of the audience—and the unfeigned and irre the idea, that the same principles of action, and ol ten, the first six or seven years decide the char
pressible feeling of the Bishop, who sustained to the same line of conduct, were necessary for the actei ot the man. If the boy leave the paternal
the last that affectionate and dignified manner «o Sunday School teacher as the parent; and we roof uncontrolled, turbulent, and vicious, he will,
appropriate to the apostolic office. At night the again repeat the remark. The volume before us in all probability, rush on in the mad career of selfRev. D. II. Deacon preached for the first tune af-, will be invaluable to all mothers; but it will be no indulgence. There are exceptions, but these ex
ter ordination, to a highly gratified audience. The I less useful to all who have the care of children, at
ceptions are rare. If, on the other hand, your son
Bishop then came forward to take his farewell of j home or at school.
goes from home, accustomed to control himself, he
the clergy. This was a moment of deep and pe-1 Mr. Abott gives a number of examples showing
wifl most undoubtedly retain that habit through
culiar interest.
1
the influence which the instruction of mothers has
In the proceedings of Convention, uninterrupt- I had in after-life, even when, to all appearance, the Re. If he has been taught to make sacrifices of
cd harmony bad reigned. During the services ofi child grew up to manhood uninfluenced by them. ns own enjoyment, that he may promote the hap
the day nothing had seemed at any time to drag__ The case of the Rev. John Newton is familiar to piness of those around him, he vvill continue to
practice benevolence, and consequently will here-
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spected, and useful, and happy. If he has adopt- j Mary takes away her hand for a moment. By the only way to save time. Can you afford to be
ed firm resolutions to be faithful in all the relations ' and by, down comes the Bible upon the floor. Up distracted and harrassed by continued disobedi
of life, he, in all probability, will be a virtuous man, jumps the mother, hastily giving the child a pas ence? Can you spare the time, to have your at
and an estimable citizen, and a benefactor of his sionate blow, and exclaims, “There, then, obey tention called away, every moment, from the busi
me next time.” The child screams, and the mo- ness in which you are engaged, by the mischievous
race.
When our land is filled with virtuous and patri-* ther Pjcks up the Bible, saying, “ I wonder why ness of your children?’ pp. 33-35.
otic mothers, then will it be filled with virtuous*! my children do not obey me better.”
After describing the punishment inflicted by a
and patriotic men. This world’s redeeming influ- j Tilis is »ot a very interesting family scene, but judicious father, on the first instance of disobedi
ence must come from a mother’s lips. She who every one of* my readers will admit that it is not ence exhibited by his little son, about four years
was first in the transgression, must be yet the prin- an uncommon one. And is it strange that a child, j old, he remarks,—
cipal earthly instrument in the restoration. Other thus managed, should be disobedient? No. She j ‘ but perhaps some one says, it was cruel to pun •
causes may greatly aid. Other influences must. actually led on, by her mother, to insubordina- ish the child so severely. Cruel! It was mercy
be ready to receive the mind, as it comes from the tion; she is actually taught to pay no heed to her ’ and love. It would indeed have been cruel, had
mother’s hand, and carry it onward in its improve directions. Even the improper punishment which • the father, in that hour, been unfaithful, and shrunk
ment. But the mother’s of our race must be the sometimes follows, transgression is not inflicted on from his painful duty. The passions he was then,
chief instruments in its redemption. The bright account of her disobedience, but for the acciden with so much self-sacrifice, striving to subdue, if
est rays of the millennial morn must pome from tal consequences. In the case above described, left unchecked, would, in all probability, have
________
bear
the
cradle. This sentiment will u
"‘ examining. had the Bible not fallen, the disobedience of the made him a curse to his friends. It is by no means
And the more it is examined, the more manifest- child would have passed unpunished. Let it be improbable, that upon the decision of that hour,
ly true will it appear. It is alike the dictate of jan immutable principle in family government, that awaited the destinies of that child’s eternity. It is
philosophy and experience. The mother, who is your word is law.’ pp. 30-32.
far from improbable, that bad he not then conquer
neglecting personal effort, and-relying upon other i ‘Just so far as any mother allows her authority ed, all future efforts to subdue him would have
influences for the formation of virtuous character it0 be disregarded, so far does she expose herself been in vain, and that he would have broken away
in her children, will find, when it is too late, that'tot!le Contempt of her children, and actually teach- from all restraints, and have been miserable in life,
she has fatally erred. The patriot, who hopes that i es
Wessons of disobedience.
and lost in death. Cruelty! The Lord preserve
And is there any difficulty in enforcing obedience children from the tender mercies of those who so
schools and lyceums, and the general diffusion of
knowledge, will promote the good order and hap to any definite command? Take the case of the regard such self-denying kindness.’ pp. 45, 46.
But if we extract all the parts with which we
piness of the community, while family government child playing with the Bible. A mild and judi 
is neglected, will find that he is attempting to pu cious mother says distinctly and decidedly to her wish our readers to become acquainted, we shall
rify the streams which are flowing from a corrupt child, “ My daughter, that is the Bible and you copy the whole book. Let our readers procure it,
fountain. It is maternal influence after all, which must not touch it.” The child hesitates for a mo and examine for themselves. We would particu
must be the great agent, in the hands of God, in ment, but yielding to the strong temptation, is soon larly, however call their attention to pages 58 to
bringing back our guilty race to duty and happi playing with the forbidden book. The mother im 55, 57, 59, 60,61,64, 66, 71, 78, 81,85, 93 to 100,
ness. 0! that mothers could feel this responsi mediately rises, takes the child and carries her in and the whole of chapters vi. and vii, Having
bility as they ought. Then would the world as to her chamber. She sits down and says calmly, read these attentively, they will then thank us for
sume a different aspect. Then should we less “Mary, I told you not to touch the Bible, and you recommending the book to their notice. If Mr.
frequently behold unhappy families and broken have disobeyed me. I am sorry, for now I must A. will write more such books as this, he will do
much good.
hearted parents. A new race of men would en punish you.”
Mary begins to cry, and to promise not to do so
One word by way of commendation of the style
ter upon the busy scenes of life, and cruelty and
in which the work is, got up. It is very neatly print
crime would pass away. O! mothers! reflect up again.
“But, Mary,” says the mother, “you have dis ed, on good paper, and well bound. It is really a
on the power your Maker has placed in your hands.
pleasure to read such a book.
J. W. I.
There is no earthly influence to be compared with obeyed me, and you must be punished.”
Mary continues to cry, but the mother serious
yours. There is no combination of causes so powMISSIONARY ANECDOTE.
erful, in promoting the happiness1 or the misery of j ty an<^ ca'm'.y punishes her. She inflicts real pain,
Mr. Finley in the course of his remarks at the
our race, as the instructions of home. In a most i Paia t-iat
^e remembered,
peculiar sense God has constituted you the guar^he then says, “Mary, it makes mother very recent Colonization meeting in new York, related
dians and controllers of the human family.’ pp.1 unhappy to have to punish you. She loves her the following anecdote which strongly illustrates
147-149.
little daughter, and wishes to have her a good girl.” the truth of the observation—that when all earth
, ,,the mostt effectual
ir . , recommendation
j
for a few ly assistance fails, the providence of God will not
As
ofc the i - She, then Jperhaps
I leaves, her•„to herself
,
. ,
,
, .
,
.
minutes. A little solitude will deepen the nil- be found wanting.
book, and as an important and useful article for i re-s;on niade
1
A missionary and his wife had been located by
our readers, we select in addition to the preced- i Prt~aS1°n Tnai c.
’
.
i
«i.i,
i
In
five
or
ten
minutes
she
returns,
takes Mary< an English Society in the Colony, at the Cape of
ing extracts, a few passages to show Mr. Abbott s • .
,
,
. his
i- subject.
.
sorryj that Good Hope or among thebushmen on its borders.
manner of treating
' in her-• lap,
1 and- says,
J “ My
> dear, are you
j
you disobeyed mother?”
The opposition they met from the Colonists de
‘ We come now to the inquiry, how is this habit of
Almost any child would say, “Yes!”
stroyed all hope of success. Means failed from the
obedience to be established; This is not so difficult
“ Will you be careful and not disobey me again?” Society—the wife of the missionary was sick—and
a matter as many imagine. It does not require
“ Yes, mother.”
he must either find means to return'to England
profound learning or a mysterious skill, which per
“Well, Mary,” says her mother, “I will for or penetrate the vast wilderness for many hundred
tains but to the few. Where do you find the best give you, so far as I can, but God is displeased; miles. While he was making it a matter of prayer,
regulated families? Are they in the houses of the you have disobeyed Him, as well as me. Do you his wife regardless of her own comfort, desired
rich? Do the children of our most eminent men ; wish me to ask God to forgive you?”
that they should from their own means, procure
furnish the best patterns for imitation? Obvious
the.common conveyance of the country and de
‘Yes, mother,” answers the child.
ly not. In some Oi the most humble dwellings, | The mother then kneels with her daughter, and part in search of a settlement in the wilderness.—we find that beautiful spectacle of an orderly and j offers a simple prayer for forgiveness, and the re- The missionary consented willingly. They trav
well-regulated family. On the other hand, in the j turn of peace and happiness. She then leads her eled over four hundred miles, but met with no en
mansions of the wealthiest oi. most eminent men out, humbled and subdued. At night just before couragement of attaining their object. Almost
of our country, we may often find a family of rude s]le goes to sleep, she mildly and affectionately re despairing they encamped one night, and upon ri
girls and ungoverned boys a picture of wild mis- ' minds her of her disobedience and advises her to ask sing in the morning, they discovered a savage chief
rule. It is not greatness of talent, or profound God’s forgiveness again. Mary, in child-like sim- with his train not far distant. The blacks advanc
learning, which is requisite to teach a child obe- ! plicity, acknowledges to God what she has done, ed and addressed them. They had been deputed
dience. I he principles by which we are to be guid-' an(j asks Him to forgive her, and take care of her by their tribe, and were then on a journey of Jive
ed, are very simple and very plain.
j jur;ng the night.
hundred miles, to the Colony, where they desired
1. Never give a command which you do not in- , When this child awakes in the morning, will not to procure a missionary! As may be supposed the
tend shall be obeyed. There is no more effectual j her young affections be more strongly fixed upon man of God hesitated not but returned with the
way of teaching a child disobedience, than by giv her mother, in consequence of the discipline of savage chief to preach the Gospel to his tribe.—
ing commands which you have no intention of en the preceding day? As she is playing about the Presbyterian.
forcing. A child is thus habituated to disregard room, will she be likely to forget the lesson she
The Te Deum is supposed, says Bishop Cosin,
its mother; and, in a short time the habit becomes has been taught, and again reach out her hand to
so strong, and the child's contempt for the mother a forbidden object? Such an act of discipline to have been composed by St. Augustin and St.
so confirmed, that entreaties and threats are alike tends to establish a general principle in the mind Ambros, on the day that the latter was baptised
of the child, which will be of permanent operation, by the former. It is worthy of note that it was
unheeded.
“Mary, let that book alone;” says a mother’ to extending its influence to every command, and first chanted in English, in Herne Church, near
her little daughter, who is trying to pull the Bible promoting the general authority of the mother, Canterbury, the first curacy of the martyr, Bish
op Ridley.—So did he learn in this life to glorify
and subjection of the child.
from the table.
I know that some mothers say that they have not God in the firefe and to join a new song in heaven.
Mary stops for a moment, and then takes hold
time to pay so much attention to their children.—
of the book again.
To be holy, is to put on Christ, Rom. xiii. 14, to
Pretty soon the mother looks up, and sees that But the fact is, that not one third of the time is
Mary is still playing with the Bible. “Did not you required to take care of an orderly family, which resemble Christ in your spirit and carriage, as one
hear me tell you to let that book alone; she ex is necessary to take care of a disorderly one. To man resembles another, when he puts on his dress,
be faithful in the government of your family, is or imitates his manners.—Hervey.
claims, “why don’t you obey?”
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and 35, I
But this moderation, prompted by love, did not

GAMBIER, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1833.

Eptscot-Ai. Visitation.—Bishop McIlvaine, we learn,
preached in Columbus on Wednesday evening, Nov. 6th, ac
cording to appointment. In proceeding to Springfield lrom
that place, the stage broke down on the first day, and upset
on the second, (providentially no one being hurt,) so that the
Bishop did not reach Springfield until Friday night. He, ot
eourM, was unable to fulfil’the appointment at that place and

ing lectures on various topics in the Seminary and Classical . „ Under the influence of such feelings, a portion of the po.
School,—and by pursuing sacred rhetoric, sermon making, • pU]acc of Vevay assaulted, on the evening of the 29th of Aug.
ecclesiastical history, &c. through the next year, he might bethege Christians were assembled for social worU> I*n tlw Classical ^GobBiere are several classes ol' scholars. j ship.

By acts of violence they compelled the pastor, the Itev.

1. Those who are fitting for college. 2. Those who are pre-;
Rochat, to leave the house under toe protection of the
paring to enter the Seminary without going to college. These ma?.;stralcs anJ soldiery. “This, protection, however, “says
pursue much the same course of study in Latin and Greek as the letter writer, “ was insufficient; for some hundreds of these
those who enter college. In addition to this, they attend to
Urbana.
Owing to the necessity of the Bishop s visiting Louisville, most of those college studies which have a direct bearing on miserable men, despising the voice of their magistrates, and
the appointment at Portsmouth is now made a week later;— their future profession, such as logic, rhetoric, intellectual and the arms of the soldiers, rushed upon Mr. R. and compelled
moral philosophy, mathematics, &c. They are expected to be him and his company to take refuge in a tavern to avoid as
that, and the subsequent ones occurring as follows:
in the Classical School three years after they commence the
sassination. The furious mob followed him even here; they
December 3d, Tuesday, Portsmouth, at night,
study of languages. Then they enter the Seminary, and are
three years there; making six years in all. Some who have brought ladders, scaled the walls, broke the windows, and en
5th, Thursday, Marietta.
been prepared in this way are now among the most respecta tered the tavern. Then occurred a frightfCtl scene, and it is
8th, Sunday, Steubenville.
ble young ministers in Maine. Young men under 20 arc ge only by a sort of miracle that the life ef Mr. Rochat was pre
9th, Monday, Springfield.
nerally advised to go to college; between 20 and 25, to take
this shorter course of classical study. Three young men who served. He was struck down, dragged upon the floor, his
10th, Tuesday, Cross-Creek.
have passed the age of 25, and are deficient in English educa clothes were torn from his back, and he was beaten till the
12th, Thursday, St. Clairsville.
tion, are put into the Classical School to pursue English stu blood ran in streams from his wounds.”
Morristown.
13th, Friday,
dies, for a longer or shorter term, as the case may be. And
Other citizens of Vevay, having learnt what was passing,
Zanesville.
15th, Sunday,
when they have acquired a tolerable acquaintance with these
16th, Monday, Rocky Fork, at night.
studies, are put into the middle class in the Seminary’, as be interfered in season to prevent actual murder. Mr. Rochat
left the tavern surrounded by a company of his friends, who
fore described.
presented their bodies to shield him from the attacks of his
Thbolooical Education.—It will be seen by the notice
enemies. He was nearly a mile from his dwelling, and eye
in this paper of the late Kentucky Convention, that it has
M iss Beechers’ Geography.—This new work from the witnesses say that it is impossible to conceive any thing more
been determined to raise the means for the establishment of a western press, lias been kindly forwarded to us by the publish atrocious than the cries and the threats of the enraged multi
'I'heological Seminary at Lexington, in that. Diocese. Wc ers Messrs. Corey & Fairbanks, Cincinnati. From a cursory tude which lined'the road through the whole distance. Some,
mounted on the walls on both sides of the way, threw stones,
sincerely hope it may succeed, and do not. doubt, if enabled to examination it seems admirably adapted to promote the object while others brandished their knives with horrid imprecations.
afford suitable facilities for theological education, it will in due of its publication. Children are here, in a manner and style Finally, after a long agony of several hours, Mr. Rochat
time receive sufficient patronage, and be instrumental in rais level to their comprehension, made acquainted with the most reached his house, and here a new danger awaited him. A
ing up many laborers for that, and the neighboring dioceses.
important facts of Geography. The great error of burdening furious man seized him at the moment when he had passed the
threshold of his dwelling; threw him down and called for a
It gives us pleasure at the same time to state that our own the memory with unintelligible names and words, without knife to kill him. Happily this wretch was seized, and Mr.
Seminary has opened under very flattering auspices. Eight furnishing or exercising the mind, is happily avoided.—Much Rochat was led into his house. The chief magistrates then
individuals are already connected with it as students, and more information is conveyed in a pleasing and attractive form. In had the alarm drum beat in the village; some devoted citi
are soon expected. The advantages to he enjoyed here will the use of such books, the desire and the attainment of know zens presented themselves with their arms, and the mob dis
persed.
soon be equal, it is believed, to those which may be had at any ledge may he expected to increase together.
This popular tumult has caused a deep sensation in the
other Episcopal Theological Seminary, while the expense is
whole canton. The council of state assembled during’the
Persecution in Switzerland—The Correspondent of the night, sent immediately an armed force to Vevay, and ad
much less—fifty dollars covering the whole charge of board
New-York Observer gives an account of late persecutions for dressed a proclamation to the inhabitants of the town.
and incidental expenses, except fuel and light.
Apprehensions were entertained of new excesses, at the
From the great wants of the Church in respect to the gos conscience sake, in the Protestant Canton of Vaud, which ri date of the last communication which has reached me. The
pel ministry, and from the number of young men who are now val in atrocity those of early pagan opposers of Christianity. mob threatened another pastor, known to entertain evangeli
turning their attention to it, theological schools can hardly be
For many years but little piety had been manifested there, cal sentiments, and already, in fact, they had uttered cries and
too much multiplied. The following article from the Ver except wuat was found among a despised and persecuted por threats before his house. All is not perhaps yet ended, and
the rage of the enemies of the Gospel may find other means
mont Chronicle, shows the state of things in this respect in tion, called in derision, Momicrs. They were for a long time of persecution. I will take care to inform you of the pro
New-England.
deprive^ ot their just rights, by odious and oppressive enact" gress of this deplorable persecution of the disciples of Christ.
This subject is exciting more and more interest in the Chris ments. The sympathy, however, which these measures cre
tian community, and there is reason to expect that this inter ated among Christians in England and France, and the uni
aSfiKUOTS
est will continue to increase. Only think of the news from
Orange county, under the head of “Meetings at Newbury;” versal cry of indignation raised in consequence, had the effect
Rev. William II. Rees, has resigned Trinity parish, Elk
that 25 young men belonging to tli^t county are now prepar to relax the rigor of these laws, and to leave the meetings of ton, Md., and accepted the Rectorship of St. David’s, Church,
ing for the ministry, and others are about to follow their ex these Christians undisturbed. The Revolution which took Radnor, Delaware county, and St. Peters Church, Great Val
ample! It is of immense importance, and every well-inform place in 1830, resulted in a constitution from which these ley, Chester county, Philadelphia.—Epis. liec.
ed Christian will fuel it to be of immense importance, that
odious laws were expunged, and which left the Momicrs at
The Rev. Mr. Cook, lately ordained deaeon by the Rt»
tiieir education be judiciously conducted.
Rev. Bishop Griswold, has taken charge of the new parish at
If the example of Orange «ouuty is to be followed through liberty to perforin all the acts of public worship.
Loncsdale
village, Rhode Island.—ib.
out the State and in other States, it is plain that the theologi
Since that time, the gospel has spread rapidly in the cities
cal seminaries now in existence cannot accommodate all the and villages of the Canton. Every where little flocks have
Proceedings of the Executive Committee__ On the 23d
students. Some of tliem must study elsewhere. Where shall been formed which profess openly their faith in Christ. There
of September, the IteV. Caleb S. Ives, (an alumnus of the
they study?
is not a place that has not been the scene of a revival more or
Several plans have been thought of within a few years, les3 considerable. Most of the young men from the Semi General Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal
Church,) was appointed Missionary at Grecnsburgh and De
some of which, probably, must go into operation ere long.
nary of Lausanne are faithful preachers of the Gospel; and it
One is, to make a theological seminary of one of our col is reckoned that more than a third of the pastors and suffra mopolis, Alabama.
On the 14'tli of October, the Rev. David Brown, late
leges. This, perhaps, would be highly desirable, if it could gans of the canton embrace the opinions of those who are
be done, but there seem to be insuperable obstacles in the way sneeringly called Momiers. The numerous small towns and Rector of the Church at Lockport, N. Y., was appointed
of its execution, so that we may as well give up the thoughts villages which in the begifining of the revival manifested so Missionary to St. Augustine.
The Committee have recently made the following appro
of it at once. Another is, that every college, or as many col cruel a hatred, so furious an opposition against the disciples of
leges as can, should furnish means for theological education. Christ, seemed at last to he free from these odious passions.— priations:
$100
We see no reason why this cannot be done, if the public will Every thing, in a word, encouraged the fondest hopes for the To Demopolis, Alabama,
Navarino. Mich. Ter.
.
.
250
furnish the necessary funds. The literary privileges which religious welfare of the canton of Vaud; all was tranquil with
Niles’ Settlement, do.'
200
already exist at our colleges, and of which theological students in the church and without, when a new outrage suddenly oc
.
300
Oneida
Indians,
do.
might receive the benefit, are very considerable, and the ex curred at. Vevay, on the 29th of August last. The following
100
Circleville,
Ohio,
pense of adding to them whatever is indispensable, must be are the facts;
considerably less than the erection of new seminaries would
The town of Vevay celebrates, every four years, a festival
[Miss Record.
cost. At Dartmouth College, a very respectable education in imitation of the pagans, which is called the feast of the !
-----was given to one small theological class, during the presidency Vinedressers. Ilicse rejoicings occur at the time of vintage, j
Anniversary at Monrovia, Africa.—The last Liberia
of Dr. Tvler; but the care of it was found to impose too I hey resemble very much the bacchanalia of Greece and! Herald gives an account of the annual meeting of the Monheavy a burden upon the faculty, and no second class was ad Rome. ; there are to be seen mythological divinities, Bacchus , rovia Baptist Missionary Society. An appropriate discourse
mitted. Similar experiments at the colleges in this State, as and his train, satyrs and nymphs. It is useless to add that j was delivered by the liev. C. M. Waring, and a collection
they now are, would probably give similar results. Some this profanation is accompanied by licentious nets, immoral
think that the old plan of private instruction must be revived amusements, and disorders of every kind. When people imi taken up in aid of the Society’s funds. The annual report of
to a considerable extent; and to some extent, probably, it ought tate pagans in their festivals, they will soon imitate them also the proceedings of the Society w as also read. At a subse
quent meeting of the Society, for the election of officers, &c.
to be revived; but there are obvious reasons why we ought in their morals.
we notice the passage of the following, among other resolu
not to rely on it alone.
1 he conduct of Christians, in such circumstances, could not
A correspondent recommends a Theological Seminary at be doubtful. “ Have no fellowship, says the apostle, with the tions:—
“ Resolved, That the Board enter immediately into such
Bangor to the attention of the churches in this State. He gives
ives unfruitful works of darkness, but rather, reprove them.”__ measures as may be most conducive to the glory of God among
us some information which may interest our readers.
institution, he says, consists of two parts, the Clascal"school I Sf™ of Cod
W*7 °d
d°me,°f th° the natives, and the furthering of the object of the Society.
and
theofTheological
Sominarv ho»h „ndL i
,ass,o°
“u;j?
?chool>' °children
ofofGod
had‘r
caused
to he printed
id
tru°ste:rl s'siii
f pa-sages
,t;eat Vevay
Ser*
s’ca,cuiated
to a selection
the And that they proceed forthwith to engage a suitable person,
if practicable, to teach and preach among the natives of Big
plan substantially as tint -it Andover
b,
1 onjhe same conscience and deter from sin those who were on the point of Town, at Grand Cape Mount; praying that God may aid
ted (and go ft'rouffifellX ’J"
to be admit- felling into it. When the day of these saturnalia arrived,
and bless the feeble endeavors of the Society, and open the
through college, or°must have received an' eduratf ,ave.bee.n i several serious persons shut up their houses and left the town, hearts of his children in Ameriea, to send us some assistance
deemed profc.Mlg equivalent. The cdurse of study “ecu- |
teSt/>'ln8 th«lr disapprobation of a half-pagan ceremony. for the promotion of this good and great cause.”
By a letter from the Rev. C. M. Waring, under date of
dSihe second to1 theology* mid the thi^0°eSesSstfcal I
‘d"*’? ‘'d C°n*?UCt of.’1,e Ch”stians °f V*™y wa*
January 17, 1833, published in the London Baptist Magazine,
history, sermon making,
These
arc
the
A
1
I
Tno(lerate
and
prudent.
They
had
not
disturbed
the
feast
in
These are the general ftntu.k '
pruutnr. iney naa not disturbed the least jn j we learn that the church of which the writer is pastor, con’
e ony manm.r; they were content to take no part, and to testify 1 sists of 181 Communicants; about half of whom arcnatix

GABBIER OBSERVERAfricans, who had been liberated from slave-ships by Ameri
can cruisers, and sent to the Colony. Thirty-nine ot these,
the writer states, have been baptized within the last eighteen
months: and many more of that class are anxiously inquiring
what they must do to be saved. Mr. Waring regards those
of these untutored natives who have become members of his
communion, as very consistent and exemplary Christians.
How feelingly and eloquently do such facts as these speak to
the heart of the Christians of our country, in favor of that
noble scheme of benevolence, the American Colonization So •
dety.—-Western Luminary.
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The New Maryland Colony—From the Address of the Man- } placed at the north entrance, and the position of the members’
ageis of the Maryland Colonization Society, which we insert { seats thus reversed from tiieir old order. A handsdme gallerv
on our last page, it will be seen that every thing is in good ! has l>een erected over the lobby that was formerly behind tintrain for the commencement of their colony at Cape Palmas, , Speaker.—Boston 'Recorder.
about 250 miles S. E. of Monrovia. The colony is to he es
In excavating the Lancaster Lateral Canal near a place calltablished on the Temperance principle, no person being permit
ted to join it who is unwilling to abstain entirely from the use I ed the “Deep Cut,” hones of extraordinary dimensions have
of ai dent spirits: it is to bean ayrieultural colony, and the I been discovered. Among the curiosities found is a horn six
friends of education and religion are invited to co-operate with ! feet in length, weighing 44 pounds, and measuring in circumthe Managers, by providing teachers, pastors, and missionaries. ■ ference at the hut end sixteen inches. Also; a tooth, weitrliWe understand also that after the first expedition, neat houses ’ ing 6 3-4 lbs.
' are to be built, and provision made in other respects for the
Charles Lucien Bonaparte, Prince ot Musignano, has un
Works of the late Dr. Wharton—The remains of Dr. comfortable accommodation of all colonists before their arri dertaken at Rome an extensive work on the natural history of
Wharton now to be collected by Bishop Doane, will consist val. Eicry thing, in short, is to he done which can he done, Italy.—Iconographia Della Paune Italfca.
of the celebrated tracts in controversy with Archbishop Car- to matce Africa a desirable home for all colored people in this
Dr. Nott’s stoves are now universally adopted in churches.
roll, and others, on the principal points at issue between the country, wiio may wish to return to the laud of tiieir fathers. [ chapels, and large halls in England.
Protestant and Roman Churches, a selection from his ser- ; Phis is as it should be. Let this plan he prosecuted in the
The State of Pennsylvania has expended on Canals and
mons, and some miscellaneous pieces in literature and theolo- i spirit in which it has been conceived, and it will be full ot Rail Roads, including the loan of the present venr 422gy. The controversial writings of Dr. Wharton are too well ;i blessing to Africa, to the colored people in this country, and 230,000.—Boston Recorder.
known to need a word of recommendation. The volume is : to the cause of humanity and religion. It will abolish the
well described in the British Review, as “ a store-house of in- ; slave trade on another large section of the African coast, and
FOREIGN.
formation to the sincere inquiring Protestant.” They are i it will abolish slavery in Maryland. It will add one more to
From England.—By the arrival of the Ajax, at New York
known to have been for some time- out of print; and their ; the number of non-slaveholding states in «iur Union. If the from Liverpool, London dates to the 29th and Liverpool to
publication is regarded by the venerable presiding Bishop, and i enterprise is prosecuted as vigorously as it may be and as it the 30th of Sept, have been received.
such others as have been made acquainted with the enterprise, j ought to be, slavery may be abolished in Maryland through
It appears that neither Don Miguel or Marshal Bourmont
a most valuable contribution to the cause of truth, and at the I the influence ol her Colonization Society, sooner than it will had made any proposition to Lord William Russell and Ad
present period, peculiarly. interesting and opportune. Pew; he in the West Indies by the lata act of the British Parlia miral Parker, to act as mediators. Marshal Bourmont, in
persons have ever brought to the discusssion of this important ! ment. Let the people ot the north come up generously to answer to a proposition of Lord William Russell, said that he
subject, greater advantages than Dr. Wharton, having been i the aid ol Maryland in this noble project, and in seven vears did not feel himself in such circumstances as to render it ex
thoroughly educated in the most distinguished seminaries of they may rejoice in the announcement that there is not a slave pedient for him to decline recommending a further prosecu
the Jesuits, and having held orders in the church of Rome th is side of the Potomac!—N. Y. Ohs.
tion of the contest.
during ten years preceding his adoption of the Protestant faith;
Donna Maria’s agent has made a contract for 15,000 musk
Lodge
in
Vermont.
—
The
Montpelier
Vermont
Watchman
and in no instance, it may be said without the fear of contra
ets, 5,000 pistols, and 10,000 sabres, 400mcn were at Green
gives
a
detailed
account
of
the
proceedings
of
the
Grand
Lodge
diction, has the pen of controversy been more entirely guided
wich, ready to embark for Lisbon.
at their recent meeting. It appears that the resolutions which
by Christian spirit__ Epis. Recorder.
Prince Talleyrand had arrived at Dover, on his way to
were rejected by a vote of 79 to 41, were of the following ten France.
or. The first provided that every chapter or dispensation
Don Miguel’s Loan has risen to 58. It is said here that
Carlshuld.—In consequence of the recent conversions to granted by the Grand Lodge, by which members of the fra
Protestantism at Carlshuld and Danube Moss, a printed let ternity were authorised to assemble as masons, with the usual on the 8th, after an action, in which the principal positions
were
carried, the Royalists had occupied the street of St. Jo
ter has been addressed, by the Roman Catholic authorities at privileges and powers, should be revoked and annulled, said
Augsburg, to the clergy of the Diocese. It concludes with lodges declared to be dissolved, and all their rights and privile seph, and their rear guard was established at the Val Pereiro.
five prescriptions, of which the third and fourth are as fol ges, so far as the same are derived from the Grand Lodge, They had also taken possession of Arroyos. The Pedroites
had retired to the centre of the city. The Royalists lost about
lows :—
held for nought. The second proposed to authorize every 100 men.
3. To watch that the writings of the New Testament be such lodge to dispose of its property in such manner and for
Antwerp letters of the 21st, state that the Dutch have open
not indiscriminately distributed among the people; as expe such purposes as it might deem expedient. The third de
ed a Dyke and inundated Doel.
•
rience shows that.many of the people, if left without direc clared, that the Grand Lodge should be held to be dissolved
A confederacy of the Italian Princes, under the tSuureme
tion, and without having them explained to them, misunder and extinct, that the Masonic fraternity in the State should protection of Austria is said to be in contemplation.
stand them, and fall into errors. 4. To put into the hands of cease to exist as an organized body, and that its members should
A conspiracy is said to have been discovered in Tuscany,
the people good Catholic Books for instruction, prayer and be absolved from all allegiance to itself or any subordinate
and a number of persons hate been seized at Florence, Pisa,
devotion, of which there is no deficiency: so that the tracts of lodge. After the rejection of these resolutions, another, of and Leghorn, whence Jerome Bonaparte, who is now at StudProtestant Pietists, which generally are not favorable to the the following character, was introduced and passed.—It de gard, is said to have been expelled, 1.000 muskets having been
doctrines of the Catholic Church, or prayers and other books, clared, that the Grand Lodge is ready to receive and revoke found concealed in his house. A disturbance had taken place
which only promote superstition, or undermine Christianity , the charters of such lodges as may desire to surrender them at Franeia, whose inhabitants had been disarmed. A mutiny
and morality, may have no effect there.
at this time, and that each lodge is authorized to surrender is reported to have brokenout in Sardinia in which the sol-----' its charter and record at any time previous to the next annual diers killed several of their officers.—Presbyterian.
There are in (he County of Orange, Vermont, 17 town j meeting, and to appropriate its funds as it may deem proper;'
China and IIindostan—Extracts from Canton papers re
and 18 organized Congregational churches containing a little < it being, however, recommended by the Grand Lodge, that
rising of 2,000 members. These churches have raised for they be appropriated to the common school fund of the State. ceived at New-York.
The
first number of a neatly printed paper, entitled “ The
benevolent objects during the past year, not far from $1,000, i —Daily Advertiser.
Evangelist” has made its appearance in Canton. It is, as the
and there are at least 25 men in the churches, mostly young
Powder Plot.—About four months ago, Edward Wilcox name imports, devoted to intelligence of a decidedly religious
men, who are in a course of preparation for the gospel min Esq., of Westerley, Rhode Island, and late Lieut. Governor
character. It is printed partly in English and partly in the
istry.
of that State, received by a sloop from New-York, a leather Chinese character.
trunk, with a label attached, stating that it came from a rela
At Manilla great alarm was occasioned, early in the month
tive in this city. Something however excited the suspicion of of April, from the sudden decrease of water in the river, which
GENERAL SUZOffiJYHY.
Mr. Wilcox that it was not a friendly present, and cautious was attributed to some volcanic action in the interior. The
literary.
ly raising the lid a very little, he discovered cords within, so water had changed to a greenish color; and with so unpleas
Amherst College.—We learn from our correspondent, that situated as to strengthen his suspicions. lie therefore set the ant an odor as to render it useless for all purposes of domestic
the Trustees of this flourishing Institution met last week, and j trunk aside, until more should be known. A few days ago, economy.
some young men determined to open it. They cut the cords
made the following appointments:
The United States sloop.of war Peacock, Captain GeisenJohn Tappan, Esq. of Boston, a member of the Board, carefully, and opened the trunk, when it was found to contain ger,. arrived at Singapore on the 1st of May, from Siam, which
in the place of Hon. Lewis Strong, resigned. Rev. Ed two horse-pistols, with the muzzles buried in upwards of thirty place she left on the 7th of April. The next morning she
wards A. 1’arke, of Braintree, Professor of Moral Philoso pounds of powder. The cords were attached to the triggers in fired a salute of thirteen guns, which number was returned
phy and Hebrew Literature. Mr. Erastus Thayer, of Bos such a manner that if the lid had been raised a few inches, from the fort.
ton, Tutor. The Rev. Nathan W. Fiske, who has for seve the whole would have exploded; and dreadful must have been
The Singapore Chronicle of the 9tli of May, states that she
ral years been at the head of the Greek department, now takes the effect. The pistols have been sent to this city, in the hope left China on tiie 29th of December last, on a diplomatic mis
of
tracing
out
the
murderous
villain,
who,
to
gratify
his
mal

the Latin also, assisted by competent Tutors.
sion to Cochin China and Siam, having on board Mr. Edward
We understand that between 90 and 100 students have been I ice against an individual, would not only have taken his life, Roberts, as special agent of the American government. The
added to the College this fall. The Freshman Class now con hut in all probability the lives of a whole family.—N. Yolk Peacock at first endeavored to make to Turo Bay, but owing
sists of 85. Whole number in College more than 240. For Jour, of Commerce.
to contrary winds and currents, was unable to do so, and final
want of room in the College buildings, more than 60 are ob
Steam Carriage On Wednesday last, our townsmen, Messrs. ly put into Phuyen harbor on the same coast.
liged to take rooms in the village; and we are sorry to be in Heaton (brothers,) made another experiment with their steam
The Singapore Chronicle of the 28th of March, notices the
formed, that the funds of the Trustees, do not permit them to coach, to ascend the hill at Broomsgrove Lickey, which is a arrival at that place of a square rigged vessel belonging to the
erect another edifice, which is now so urgently needed—Eos- loose sandy surface, so much so, that the wheels of their ma Cochin Chinese government. She was the fourth that had ar
on Recorder.
chine (about fifty hundred weight) carried a hill of sand be rived the current season, and was manned wholly by Cochin
Dwight’s Decisions__ It gives us pleasure to say that fore them about" three inches deep. The hill is about seven Chinese, except that they have generally an European, or a
“President Dwight’s Decisions of questions discussed by the hundred yards long, and rises on an average one yard in nine, native of Macao on board, to direct them through seas un
Senior Class in Yale College, in the year 1813, 14,” as taken and in some places one yard in eight, and is declared by emi known to themselves. The object of their voyages is said to
down at the time, from his own lips, by Theodore Dwight, nent surveyors to be the worst piece of road in the kingdom. be rather scien iiie inquiry than commercial enterprise. They
Jr. Esq., are now in press, and will he published in one vol This hill was mounted by their machine, with a stage coach have two mandarins on hoard, each probably men of scientific
ume, duodecimo, in the course of a few days. We are war attached, fifteen hundred weight, and nine persons, in nine note in their own country. From Singapore they proceeded
ranted to say it will be an interesting work. The character of minutes, in the presence of about two hundred spectator:. to Batavia. They procured files of all the Indian papers they
the editor is, indeed, a sufficient pledge of his fidelity, and, They then took up their friends, twenty in number, they had could collect, for the purpose of translating the most inter
the enlightened views of the learned President upon some of brought from Birmingham, with five in addition, making esting portions for the information of his Cochin Chinese Ma
the most moving themes of human debate, cannot fail to at twentv-five, and proceeded on to Groomsgrove. as far as the jesty. “A spirit of inquiry like this,” says the editor, “is
tract, and will render the book an interesting addition to our Market place; there they turned the machine round, return most laudable, and places the Cochin Chinese government
ed to the Crab Mill Inn, about 15 miles; this was accomplish much in advance of the Celestial government of China, in the
literature.
It is pertinent in this connection to mention that Dwight’s ed in two hours and twenty-two minutes, including all stop road to improvement.”— Churchman.
System of Theology has passed through thirty editions in pages. Having staid a considerable time at the Crab Mill
Death of the Empress of China..—On the 15th July, died at
England, and is a text book in some of the European Uni Inn, they returned home, calling at the various places on the
versities. “Who reads an American book?”—We will take road where they had before called in the morning, and receiv Pekin, the consort of the Emperor of China. A. genera
ing
the
congratulation
of
their
friends
at
having
accomplished
mourning
has been ordered in consequence. The Mantshur
leave here to add, that the life of this eminent American schol
ar and divine is yet to be worthily written.—Newarff Daily the greatest undertaking in the history of steam locomotion employers are for 27 days to wear garments of coarse white lin
on the common road. They arrived at Birmingham, bring en, and caps without tassels or buttons ; during 100 days they
Advertiser.
ing with them up Worcester street, an ascent of one yard in must not shave their heads. The Chinese people must leave
Death of Coray.—The morning star of modern Greek .lit twelve, thirty -two persons---- Birmingham Journal, Sept. 2.
their heads unshaved for the same period, and are to wear no
erature has gone down. This distinguished man, who has so
Great alterations and improvements are “being made” in tassels on their caps for seven days. The right of nominating
fearlessly and ingeniously reproved the ignorance and super
the Empress belongs to the Emperor’s mother, who solicits,
stition of his countrymen, and by exhortation and example the Hall of the House of Representatives, Washington. They within three years, one of the live spouses of her son for that
iroused their slumbering genius, has come to his grave in Par- will all be completed in. time for the meeting of Congress. office.—Russian paper.
The floor is considerably raised; the Speaker’s chair is now
full of years and literary honors.
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The Hospital nt Worcester is an honor to the Common °f the highwayman’s horse, and let the animal take his own
wealth. We tiust it will ere long attract the attention of sis- course—the horse stopped at a livery stable ip Holborn, the
Quaker alighted, and when the hostler came, inquired if he
I ter states.
.......
From the Boston Recorder.,
A judicious classification has placed the idiotic insane in knew the horse? The hostler answered in the affirmative,
lone gallery; the noisily delirious in another, and those who and that he belonged to Mr.---------- who livedin----------square.
HOME.
! are least insane in a third. As you enter the gallery of those The Quaker .took no farther notice, but left the horse and his
; who are least insane, you observe some reading, others conver- address.
That is not home, where day by day
The next day the highwayman brought the Quaker’s horse,
! sing, others sitting in silence, pensive or cheeritil, according to
I wear the busy hours away.
! the mood of mind in which they then happen to he, and’oth- and told the liostler he had sold his own horse, and purchased
That is not home where lonely night
another
—when to his great surprise, the hostler informed him,
■ ers for exercise walking to and fro through the gallery. Each
Prepares me for the toils of light.
individual can if he please retire to his chamber, and then be of his horse being brought home, and what passed at the time.
’Tis hope, and joy, and memory, give
in seclusion. If any one becomes unduly excited, attendants , The highwayman went to the Quaker’s house, who accosted
A home in which the heart can live.
( who are always present, immediately lead him to his chamber; ■ him with “well, friend, hast thou brought the money I lent
These walls no lingering hopes endear,
and there leave him in solitude to become calm, if a parox- i thee?” The highwayman said he had, and falling down on
No tond remembrance chains me here.
ism of madness is upon one, and he is violent and noisy, he j his knees implored mercy and secrecy.
Cheerless I heave the lonely sigh—
“I lent thee money,” said the Quaker, “because my prin
is led to stronger rooms a little, distant from the main uuildEliza, canst thou tell me why?
ing, where his violence can do no injury, and his noise Cannot ciples allow me not to swear even to a robber: I will conceal
’Tis where thou art, is home to me,
excite or disturb the rest. Connected with each gallery there thy name, in hopes of thy amendment; beware how thou
And home without thee cannot be.
is a yard where in pleasant weather the patients are permitted spendest thy money in future, and thou wilt have the less oe.
There are who strangely love to roam,
to recreate themselves in the open air. Not unfrequently a casion to borrow.”
And find in wildest haunts their home,
f party accompanied by a superintendent take a ramble through
And some in halls of lordly state,' the adjoining fields. Those who occupy the same gallery, sit
Paper made from Corn Husks.—The famous Cobbctt
Who yet are homeless, desolate.
' together at the same table, and ordinarily conduct with deco- states that he has received from a paper manufacturer at Guil
The sailor’s home is on the main;
i rum. And here you find well clothed and well fed, those un- ford, (Eng.} fifty sheets of paper, made from the husks of corn
The warrior’s on the tented plain;
I fortunate beings, who in a few months since were in cold and which lie had only sent off to be manufactured the week be:
The maiden’s in her bower of rest;
i filth and nakedness • their gloomy cells. Many who were fore. This he says is a discovery absolutely without a paral
The infant’s on its mother’s breast—
! then the most furious madmen, howling day and night, tear lel, and will save the nation a million a year, sent out of it for
But where thou art is home to me,
ing into shreds every garment which was brought near them, rags. He says he will cancel the title pages of his book, which
And home without thee cannot be.
and literally wallowing in filth, are now clean in person, com is already printed, for the purpose of having the title pages
fortable in condition, orderly in conduct, and submissive to a printed on paper made of the husks of the corn itself.
There is no home in halls of pride,
system of mild but decided authority. Ihe alleviations of
Certainly the suggestion is worth the experiment, and we
They are too high, and cold and wide.
their sufferings is indescribable. One man, who had passed should be glad to see some of our American paper manufac
No home is by the wanderer found;
many
weary
years
in
a
cold
and
dismal
cell,
without
a
bed,
turers
try it. Good wrapping paper is made from common
’Tis not in place—it hath no bound.
without a garment, without a coal to warm his shivering straw; and when we recollect the firmness, texture, and t'omIt is a circling atmosphere
limbs, unwashed, unshaven—is now an occupant of one of the plexion of corn husks, we are not surprised that an ingenious
Investing all the heart holds dear;
comfortable chambers of the Hospital. Neat in appearance man should have thought of it as a material from which to
A law of strange attractive force,
and comfortably clad, he could scarce be recognized as the fu manufacture paper. In the increasing and accumulating deThat holds the feelings in their course-.
rious maniac he had exhibited himself in times past. Being j mand for printing paper, occasioned by the wants of the press,
It is a presence undefin’d,
one day asked if he did not find his present situation more it is certainly desirable, that some cheaper substitute may be
O’er-shadowing the conscious mind,
I comfortable than the one he had left, he replied with most found than rags from which it is now made. And should it
Where love and duty sweetly blend
j emphatic utterance and gesture; “oh ! that was Hell, but this result that the husks of our Indian corn, afford such a substi
To consecrate the name of friend.
i is Heaven.”
Where’er thou art is home to me,
tute, it would confer a most essential benefit, by effecting a
Another man bad been for many years confined by the stone material saving to the country.
And home without thee cannot be.
walls of a jail. His beard rested upon his breast. He had
My love, forgive the anxious sigh—
gone entirely naked until his skin resembled tanned leather,
Irregularity’ of Clocks__ It is a well known fact, that
I hear the moments rushing by,
rather than human fl h. In the coldest nights of winter he
one of the causes by which eight-day clocks go at times ir
And think that life is fleeting fast,
went without fire, and without clothes. When food was regularly, and monthly clocks whose weights are much heavi
That youth with us will soon be past.
brought him, he invariably threw it upon the ground floor of
er, often amounting to not less than thirty pounds, stop sud
Oh! when will time, consenting give
his dismal abode, and then consumed it with the adhering dirt.
denly, proceeds from the attraction which takes place between
The home in which my heart can live?
Loaded with chains, this wretched maniac, passed many years.
their leaden weights and the leaden ball of the pendulum,
There shall the past and future meet,
Ilis unearthly howls often arrested the attention of the passer
when they have descended just so low as to come on a level,
And o’er our couch in union sweet,
by, and not unfrequently the slumbers of the neighborhood
and consequently very nearly in a state of contact with the
Extend their cherub wings, and shower
were disturbed by his midnight shrieks. That man is now in
Bright influence on the present hour.
the Hospital, washed, shaved and clothed. He has a neat pendulum ball.
And lienee the reason why both the species of clocks, if the
Oh! when shall Israel’s mystic guide,
1 chamber, a comfortable bed, and wholesome food. With pro
pendulum have not actually stopped, seem gradually, a lew
The pillar’d cloud, our steps decide;
priety lie takes his seat at the table with others for his cusdays afterwards to recover their wonted vigor and former ac
Then, resting, spread its guardian shade.
j ternary meals. Is it asked what has subdued the fury of this
curacy; the attraction diminishing as the distance once more;
To bless the home which love hath made.
raging man? The answer is, kind treatment and skilful discip
increases. Another very simple and common cause of inac
Daily, mv love, shall thence arise
line.
curacy in pendulum clocks of all kinds, arises from their not
Our "heart’s united sacrifice;
hanging
exactly perpendicular. A very slight inclination to
And home indeed, that home will he,
Governor Pjiips,—The following character of this gentle either side—so slight as to be unobserved by the eve—destroys
Thus consecrate and shared with thee.
[Condkr.
man, who distinguished himself in New-England in various the attraction of the ball to the true centre of the arc describ
ways, and died in 1690, is given by Cotton Mather. We take ed by the pendulum when in motion. The artificial and na
MISCELLANY.
tural impetus ceases to exist, and the pendulum naturally
it from the columns of the Gospel Messenger.
drops to a state of rest. Attention to either exposition will
From the Boston Recorder.
As for his exterior, he was one, tall, beyond the common set not only save time, but many dollars; and very possibly the
of
men,
and
thick
as
well
as
tall,
amj
strong
as
well
as
thick;
he
Insanity.—The first number of Abbott’s Religious Maga
time of a very long journey, to call in or consult the family
zine contains an article on Insanity, and the Insane Hospital was, in all respects, exceedingly robust, and able to conquer physician of this invaluable piece of mechanism.—Journal of
at Worcester. There is no end to the false impressions and such difficulties of diet and of travel, as would have killed most Commerce.
men alive; nor did the fat, whereunto he grew very much in
delusions with which the mind may Ik* affected.
A physician was once called to see a man laboring under the his later years, take away the vigor of bis motions.
THE OBSERVER
He was well set, and he was therewithal of a very comely,
fancy that he was converted into a tea pot. And when the
IS PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY AT
physician endeavored to ridicule him out of the idea, he in though a very manly countenance; a countenance where any
true
skill
in
physioynomy
would
have
read
the
characters
of
a
dignantly replied, “ 1 am a tea pot," and forming a semi-circle
GAMBIER, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
with one arm by placing his hand upon his hip, he said “there generous mind. Wherefore passing to his inferior, the very first
is the handle," and thrusting out the other arm, “there is the thing which there offered itself unto observation, was a most TERMS.— Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
spout.” Men have believed themselves converted into barrels incomparable generosity.
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months.
And of this, besides the innumerable instances which he
rolled along the street. One case is recorded of a man who
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
believed himself a clock, and would stand for hours at the gave in his usual hatred of dirty or little tricks, there was one
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, except
head of the stairs clicking with his tongue. A respectable instance for which I must freely say, I never sa-z three men
at the option of the publishers.
tradesman in England even fancied himself metamorphosed in this world that equalled him; this was his wonderfully for
into a seven shilling piece, and took the precaution of request giving spirit. In the vast variety of business through which Those w’no may wish to have their papers discontinued, are re
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous
ing as a particular favor of his friends, that if his wife should he raced in his time, he met with many and mighty injuries ;
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
present him in payment, they would not give change for him. but although I have heard all that the most venomous malice
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
Some have supposed that many armed knights were engaged in could hiss at his memory, I never did hear unto this bout, that
*** All communications relative to this paper,must be di
battle within them. A sea captain in Philadelphia, believed he did ever once deliberately revenge an injury.
Under great provocations, he would commonly say, ‘ ’Tis
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
for many years that he had a wolf in his liver. A mad-man
in the Pennsylvania hospital believed that he was ohea a calf, no matter, let them alone; some time or other they’ll see their
LIST OF AGENTS.
and mentioned the name of the butcher who killed him, and weakness and rashness, and have occasion for me to do them a PH-E- JIHYAN,........ J............ Boardman,Trumbull Co. Ohio,
the stall in Philadelphia market on which his flesh was sold, kindness; and they shall then see I have quite forgotten all Col. HLBBARD,................................. „ Ashtabula
SANEOliI)-..................... Medina, Medina Co.
previously to his animating his present body. One man be their baseness.’ Accordingly ’twas remarkable to see it, that Rev- ^,kyA.;
PRESTON,......................... Columbus,
lieves his legs to he made of butter and with the greatest cau few men ever did him a mischief, but those men afterwards GEORGE BEATTY................
SteuoenVille,
tion avoids, the fire; another imagines them to bemade'of had occasion for him to Ido them a kindness; and he did the SCVH •nnwrA,USMAN......................... Norwalk,
glass, and with extreme care wraps them up, and guards them kindness with as forgetful a bravery, as if the mischief had
uvi
............................... Cleaveland,
in wooden boxes when going out to ride. A prince of Bour never been done at all.”
“'LyESTER p. ALDERMAN,........ Windsor,
• W.TjCHUCKERS,............................. Wooster,
bon often supposed himself to ba a plant, and taking his stand
WM. II. MA RSI [ ON............................. Dayton,
in the garden, would insist upon being watered in common
Loan to a Highwayman.—A Quaker was stopped be ^AI^
p- M................... Springfield, Clark Co,
with the plants around him. A French gentleman imagined tween Brentford and London by a Highwayman, who de
vorrSyiAN............................ Troy, Miami Co.
himself to be dead, and refused to eat. To prevent his dying manded his money—the Quaker answered, “well, friend, if
Rev. DEXTER POTTER...................... Portsmouth,
of starvation, two persons were introduced to him in the cha thou art in want of money 1 will lend thee some.”
r?CV" u
n^yP.AP’ ...... ...................... Marietta,
racter of illustrious dead like himself, and they invited him
............................. Circleville
Ihe same demand and answer were repeated several times, wiTyut
after some conversation respecting the world of shades, to dine till the highwayman became impatient, and the Quaker reluc ROWLAND GLAPI^,............................Cuyahoga Falls,
^1L^‘d^xS.UNT................................. Urbana,
with another distinguished but deceased person, Marshall Tu- tantly gave up all his cash, which was very considerable. The
................................. Middlebury.
renne. The lunatic accepted this polite invitation, and made a highwayman then perceived the Quaker to have a better horse vv’iv^M^ur
............................... Delaware,
“
.........................Fredericksburgh, Va.
very hearty dinner. Every day while this fancy prevailed, it than bis own, insisted on his changing. The Quaker answer hmfs
............................. Alexandria, D C.
was necessary to in vite him to the table of some Ghost of rank ed “well friend, if thou thinkest my horse will be of more rwnnV'v VvTI?KKGER
?........................ Washington, D. C.
and reputation, let in the other common affairs of life the service to thee than thine own, thou shalt have him”—and ac
JEWE1T......................... Ann Arbour, Michigan Tet
Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN............................ Monroe
“
gentleman was not incapacitated from attending to his own in cordingly they exchanged.
GRI.S'X°^D>..... •;........................ . Utiw. New.York.
terests,
............................
...
John,
New-Brunswick.
On the Quaker’s arrival in London he slackened the reins

POETRY.

tiOBEKi JONES ................................... Crawfordsville, Indiana.

